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How brands can leave lockdown
stronger, faster, and more loved
than ever before
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Intro

Brand love in a lockdown
This year’s love story is a different beast than before. Last year, we had the opportunity to analyze
data from a market that hadn’t even imagined a pandemic.
Just one year later, we’re still experiencing global consequences. The disruption has shaken almost
every brand in the world. Yet there are those who have found opportunities to strengthen consumer
relationships, by adapting to the evolving circumstances and new demands.
Here are the brands that grew the love during the pandemic. With brand love boosting loyalty,
advocacy and even product prices, here’s a look at how these brands managed it, and how you
can too, to optimize your future success.
The global pandemic has shaken brands to their core - but building brand love will help them
come back stronger than ever.
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The changing shape of a loved brand
Last year, we defined what a loved brand is - an emotional connection that strengthens the
connection between company and consumer. And we identified the brands that were building
emotional connections with consumers during “normal” times.
But the pandemic changed all that. Leading to a top 50 list quite different to the previous year.
Changing consumer behavior reshaped the digital conversations people are having about
brands. The channels in which they’re engaging. The topics they’re discussing. The media they’re
consuming. 2020 was very much situation led, for the following reasons:
The impact of global lockdowns
The pandemic led to numerous preventative lockdowns and travel restrictions across the world.
This instantly impacted consumer behavior. Buyers had to rely on online shopping for most nonessentials, limiting face-to-face interactions. While drastically changing product demands.
To survive lockdown, consumers focused more towards infotainment - casually consumed content
that combines information/news and entertainment value. For distraction from the situation. This led
to increased audiences for online platforms like YouTube, and more creative content creation from
brands, helping to inform and entertain their audiences.
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The rising significance of APAC markets
The pandemic played out at different times across the globe. In the latter part of 2020, much of
the US and Europe were still recovering. While countries across Asia and Australasia were either
recovering or at least weathering the storm.
To drive sales and boost engagement, brands looked to these markets. We saw an increase in
brand mentions originating from these regions, with brands creating partnerships with regional
stars. As the rest of the world opens up, the weight of marketing should shift into other areas.
The increase in PR
As face-to-face conversations dropped, the organic mentions of brands online dropped too. People
were telling fewer stories about real-world interactions.
To compensate for this, savvier brands turned to traditional PR. Creating brand-led stories that
consumers could connect with, through custom research and original ideas. People wanted
escapism and these stories gave them the opportunity to think beyond the current crisis.
The power of influencers
Influencer marketing shone through during the pandemic. With many professional influencers
working from home, the pandemic had little impact on their marketing. Combine that with an
increased demand for infotainment, and you have a catalyst for influencer success.
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Why brand love is important

How we measure brand love

How does brand love benefit a company? Once built, that psychological connection with your
consumers helps build a consumer/brand relationship and drive sales across the whole business. It
often leads to:

This year, how we identified love was a little bit
different. With the pandemic reshaping brand
conversations, we included the changing trends
into our equations to take it all into account.
We compared 1,228 global brands across social
media, news, blogs, forums, and more, to identify
the brands that people engaged with, that
people criticized less, that people had a joyful
connection with, and that people simply said
they loved.

•

Price premium
Because of the relationship between the brand and consumer, 86% of US adults said they’d
spend more on products and services from a brand they love

•

Brand loyalty
Consumers are more likely to remain loyal to the brands they’ve built strong emotional
connections with. 39.5% of consumers define brand loyalty as having love for a brand.

•

Brand advocacy
Customers who love your brand are more likely to recommend it to other consumers, helping
increase sales. Up to half of all sales are driven by word-of-mouth.

As the world slowly recovers from the pandemic, it will be the most loved brands that rise the
fastest. For example, the beauty industry is quickly recovering from a turbulent H1 2020, with a 24.6%
increase QoQ. This was driven by improved sales from Asian countries.
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This ranked brands not just on how they
performed, but how well they performed
compared to the standards all other brands
were setting.
This was a particularly strange year. And if a
brand doesn’t appear here, it shouldn’t be seen
as a failure for that brand. Far from it. Instead it
highlights the brands with strong connections
to the trends, who took the most opportunities

from the situations, and who had a more flexible
strategy that ensured they gained success from
the crisis.
It also demonstrates that every brand, no matter
the size or industry, has the ability to become a
globally loved brand.
Every brand, no matter the size or industry, has
the ability to become a globally loved brand.

Every brand, no matter
the size or industry, has
the ability to become a
globally loved brand.
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The industries
This year, the list comprises 50 brands from 14
different categories. Looking at the broader
picture, the list is dominated by brands that
could either be categorized as:
•
•

Comforting. A brand that provides
emotional reassurance during a
difficult time.
Distracting. A brand that offers an
opportunity to escape the reality of the
pandemic and lockdown.

The fashion and beauty industry was strong this
year, making up nearly a third of the list. This was
because the industry had established snackable
influencer content. Makeup is a visual medium
that lends itself to creative videos and photos. It’s
also easily accessible, with items available for
mail order at nominal costs.
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The brands in this sector had an advantage. But
they still used different methods to build brand
love.
The rest of the list was made up of a variety of
sectors, helping us understand the breadth of
techniques used for brand love. For industries
that are more emotive, leisure & entertainment
or food, it’s easier for brands to build that love
relationship. But less traditional consumerengaging brands can still create an emotional
relationship through the same methods.
By understanding the voice of the customer, and
creating real connections with their consumers,
every brand has the opportunity to be loved.

Understanding the voice of
the customer is key. To get
consumers to love you, you
have to know what makes
them tick.
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Brand love 101

CSR

Brand love is all about knowing your audience. What drives them, moves them, angers them,
excites them. For each audience, they can be different things. To find brand love, become more
customer centric. Understand what matters to your consumers, and embody that in your marketing
strategy. Here are some of the methods we used to identify brands building audience connections.

CSR

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a way
for brands to reconnect with their communities.
2020 highlighted several societal issues, and the
zeal communities feel for them. Now, more than
ever, you should be a purpose-led company,
tackling the issues that are impacting your
audience.

Nostalgia for the future
Nostalgia marketing relies on brands
connecting with the good times of the past, to
create positivity now. However, it was on the
decline this year, with people less pessimistically
looking back, but instead optimistically looking
forward to a post COVID world. If you build
conversations about escaping lockdown, look to
the future, not the past.

Sponsorship
Employee advocacy

Aspirational
Engaging
fandoms
Positive PR
Engaging social
media strategy
Trend
engagement
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Sponsorship
Nostalgia for
the future
Employee advocacy
Customer experience

Fans often have emotional ties to their hobbies,
whether that’s sports, gaming, music, etc.
Sponsorships tie a brand to those emotions,
helping them build connections with new
audiences. Look for hobbies your audience
loves, and find a way to link to them.

Employee advocacy, encouraging your
employees to actively promote your brand,
was also down this year. This was due to the
additional pressures of working frontline, or at
home, offering fewer opportunities to create
these customer-employee relationships. As
‘normality’ returns, you should look to rebuild
these connections.

Influencer
marketing
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Customer experience
Online customer service is now more pivotal
than ever. The drop in face-to-face connections
means that online interactions are the only
way for consumers to connect with your brand.
The demand may be difficult to manage, but
prioritizing the customer experience online
should be key to your strategy.

Trend engagement
Consumers are very much in the now. They
love the buzz of trends, and are always excited
to engage with the latest story or meme. You
should always have your finger on the pulse,
knowing exactly what is happening in the world,
and linking your company to the stories of the day.
Engaging social media strategy

Positive PR
The use of PR increased in 2020. With fewer
online organic brand conversations, brands
took it upon themselves to boost stories.
Through creative storytelling, unique content
ideas, and original research, these mentions
lifted the online presence of these brands.
Take opportunities where you can to create
newsworthy stories.

Aspirational
Aspiration is another emotional driver. It’s not just
the brands a consumer loves, but the lifestyle
that they offer. The forward thinking looked
towards these brands in their desire to escape
the lockdown, which boosted mentions and
engagement. Don’t think of your brand as a
product, but an opportunity.

Influencer marketing
The lockdown led to an increase in online
infotainment. And that’s the realm of influencers.
They’ve nurtured engaged communities,
building fan bases that are perfect matches to
connect with your brand. This growth means
you have more influencer opportunities now
than ever before. The trick is identifying the right
ones.
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Social media is now about conversations.
Talking with, not to, consumers. The most
successful brands of 2020 used creative social
content, from posts to videos, to even more
creative outlets, to keep the conversations alive.
Talk to your audience less like consumers, and
more like friends.

Engaging fandoms
Fandoms became more important last year,
offering comfort and distractions for people
caught in lockdown. You can tap into these
fandoms through partnerships or clever
conversion shaping, to gain an uplift in brand
love. Building genuine connections between
your brand and huge potential audiences.
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The world’s most loved brands
1

Huda Beauty

Huda Beauty is an international cosmetics and
skincare brand. Created by Huda Kattan in
2013, it has become one of the fastest growing
cosmetics brands in the world.
Kattan originally started as a beauty influencer
and blogger, before establishing the company.
She is still the face of the brand, and regularly
appears in rankings such as Fortune’s 40 under
40 and Forbes Top Influencers. She stepped
down as CEO in September, to focus on product
and content. To be more connected with the
brand’s community and drive more brand love.
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The progression from content creator to global
brand name inspires the next generation of
influencers - which delivers significant influencer
and user-generated content for the brand.
The brand is CSR active, donating $500,000
dollars to the NAACP in 2020. And by
strengthening partnerships with other brands,
they generated more PR mentions through
various co-branded news stories.
Last year, the brand made our most-loved list
in position 27. But by encapsulating the boost in
social media makeup mentions, the brand has
jumped straight into the number one spot.

In October 2020, Huda Beauty launched their latest palette ‘Naughty
Nude.’ This generated 2.6K mentions from 1.4K unique authors - mostly
beauty influencers with established communities. This led to 376.4K
engagements. 144K engagements per mention. The above graph shows
how positive the conversations around those mentions were.
With just 850 followers, this tweet
of the new palette created 16.6K
engagement.
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The world’s most loved brands
2

Moulinex

Moulinex is a French kitchen appliance
manufacturer that has found success over the
last year due to a specific lockdown trend baking. With fewer opportunities to dine out,
more people started experimenting in the
kitchen. This led to an increase in conversations
around food - either people looking for
inspiration or recipes, or people sharing their
culinary creations.
With influencers and users sharing cookery
videos, we also saw an increase of visual brand
mentions, with cookware brands like Moulinex
gaining a lead.
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The brand engaged with these new mentions,
sharing recipes and posts across their social
media channels - making the most of usergenerated content to garner engagement, while
encouraging others to share.
They also have an active CSR strategy through
their parent company, with commitments to
people, sustainability, and climate impact.

Mentions of home baking peaked in March 2020,
when lockdown first hit. The topic continues to drive conversations,
with around 100K mentions per week.

As more people share recipes online, we find more
hidden mentions through image recognition.
Identifying brands like Moulinex in use. 309.7K
people saw this tweet.
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The world’s most loved brands
3

M.A.C.

M.A.C. Cosmetics is another brand that has
climbed up the list year-on-year. From position
24 in 2020. Again profiting from the increased
demand for infotainment in the makeup
industry.

Manoban) a global brand ambassador.
9.2% of M.A.C.’s mentions and 9.15% of
engagements from the period we analyzed
came from their association with Lisa - a
worthwhile partnership.

But they’ve driven engagement through a
different method than our list leader.

The brand also works hard to keep their
community connected - through engaging
social media content, and CSR strategy. Their
M.A.C. Pro membership program helps create a
further sense of exclusivity, while encouraging
professionals to use (and therefore promote)
their products.

Blackpink is a South Korean girl group that has
become popular across the globe (there were
289.6M mentions of the band over the last 13
months). M.A.C. saw an opportunity to engage
this passionate fanbase by making Lisa (Lalisa
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M.A.C. continually drove engagement through
their partnership with Blackpink’s Lisa. This post
alone garnered 74.4K engagements.
Looking at M.A.C. brand mentions over time, it’s clear to see the
impact the partnership with Lisa had on the brand (first announced
in October 2020).
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The world’s most loved brands
4
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Benefit Cosmetics

Benefit Cosmetics is also taking advantage of
the rise in makeup engagement - jumping from
11th place last year. And although they are also
engaging influencers, they have another unique
way to create content.

regular interaction with the brand. People
like Iraqi influencer Noor Stars and American
YouTuber Nikita Dragun already have huge,
relevant audiences, and this content helps tie
these fans to the brand.

On YouTube, the brand is creating original
content for its channels (such as their main
Benefit Cosmetics page, and their regional
Benefit Cosmetics Middle East). This content
heavily involves influencers, and is produced in
an episodic, snackable style that encourages

Across other channels, they constantly connect
with other influencers and users by sharing their
content. Again, this encourages more users to
like and share. It also helps them, as they can
identify content that has already engaged, and
use that to boost interactions on their channel.

This work with popular influencers, means their audience is not engaged, but excited by the brand. Benefit’s net sentiment was
consistently high, never dropping below 80%. This is rare for any brand and demonstrates why they ranked so highly in the
report this year.

Benefit shared this post from
@laurwongs. It had already engaged well for her
community, so Benefit knew it would help drive
engagement for their brand on their own channel.
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The world’s most loved brands
5

Tefal

Much like their sister brand Moulinex, Tefal (also
known as T-Fal) has profited from the rise of
home cooking. As a global cookware producer,
people have turned to them to provide practical
solutions within the kitchen.
They’re defined as the number 1 in cookware,
with many of their products backed by quality
guarantees. This helps build brand trust and
loyalty. To back this up, the brand often uses
social media as a way to maintain customer
service, rather than as a promotional tool. This

proactive response may not help generate
positive engagement, but it does provide a
personal connection between the consumer
and the brand. Building an emotional
connection, and preventing crises before they
arise.
Tefal also drove positive PR and community
engagement, by providing essentials to hospices
and hospitals during the crisis. This again, helps
connect them deeper with the communities
they serve.

Although it doesn’t provide huge engagement numbers, the
personal customer service approach of Tefal helps build
genuine connections between them and their customers, and
defines them as a brand you can trust.
Not customer service related.
Customer service related.

Over a quarter of all mentions of the @
TefalUK Twitter account included keywords
related to customer service.
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The world’s most loved brands
6

Urban Decay

Urban Decay, another cosmetic brand
benefiting from the current trends, also used
similar methods to the brands mentioned above.
Engaging and promoting users and influencers
across social media, and working with other
brands and personalities to drive engagement.
But there is something that makes the brand
stand out. Urban Decay has always been a
brand that targets “girls and boys who want
to rattle the notion of what beauty is and put
their own stamp on it.” This means, they partner
with a diverse range of people, helping them
connect with a broader audience.

In January 2021, Monsta X were announced as
the brand’s global ambassadors. Like Blackpink,
they are also from South Korea. But as a
boyband, they help encapsulate the brand’s
values that makeup is for everyone. No wonder
the brand has jumped from position 37 last year.

Urban Decay actively shares content from a diverse range of
influencers, to build more engagement with their audience.

The Monsta X announcement drove the biggest
peak in engagement for the brand across the
period we measured.
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The world’s most loved brands
7

Universal Music Group

Universal Music Group has profited from the
increased need for home entertainment - with
YouTube viewing up overall, and a general
increase in music listening due to home working
and lack of live entertainment.

The brand also embarked on significant growth
over the year, as they bought more music rights
from artists like Bob Dylan and Lil Wayne. The
scale of these artists’ fan bases meant that these
purposes drove a lot of news mentions, and with
them, engagement.

This has led to a significant increase in
engagement for the extensive range of videos
the brand has across the platform - which still
allows users to connect over music tastes, when
they couldn’t face-to-face.

Due to the nature of music, the brand collects a large
emotional response. People connect with songs with
a passion, and from there, connect with the brand.
Nearly 50% of all Universal Music mentions from this
period were associated with joy or love.

Universal Music’s partnership with Big Hit Entertainment also drove
big engagement for both brands. This announcement tweet had
16.7K engagements.
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The world’s most loved brands
8

Kayo Sports

Kayo Sports has been described as the “Netflix
of sport”, offering a streaming subscription
service focused only on sport, across Australia.
At first, the pandemic hit the brand hard. With
less live sport across the region, they suffered
from a drop in paying subscribers, down to
272,000. But as leagues reopened, the situation
turned, with people wanting to experience the
sports they love, but with minimal risk. By the end
of 2020, they hit 624,000 paying subscribers. A
company record.

Part of Kayo Sports’ success is down to the
emotional connection consumers have with
sports. We’re not just talking about entertainment
here, but life passions. By covering a broad
selection of sports, the brand offers more
consumers an opportunity to enjoy what they
love, and build loyalty to Kayo Sports at the
same time.

Kayo Sports offers a comprehensive range of sports for people to enjoy.
The above word cloud highlights which sports are driving conversations
connected with the brand. Although football is the most common, there
are still strong communities for other sports that can’t be ignored.

On social, the brand teases highlights from games,
while also joining in the banter common in sports.
This helps boost awareness, and encourages more
people to subscribe.
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The world’s most loved brands
9

Swiss Airlines

The travel and hospitality industries have
had a hard time during the pandemic. And
that’s an understatement. There have been
fewer opportunities to travel, leading to fewer
connections between these brands and tourists.
But, these brands still had the chance to stay
connected online. And to maintain the highest
standards even during difficult times. Which is
why Swiss Airlines has soared into our top ten
this year.
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Swiss Airlines has been handing their Instagram account over
to a new employee each month. These natural, behind the
scenes images are driving huge engagement on the channel.

They’ve been regularly mentioned throughout
the year as having exceptional levels of
customer service, by both users and influencers.
Forbes deemed them one of the safest airlines
to fly during the pandemic, while luxury
lifestyle influencers are building them up as an
aspirational brand.
None of these are big stories in themselves, but
together, they create a strong perception of
the brand for consumers. As more people have
the opportunity to travel, they will look towards
brands like Swiss Airlines to spend their money.

The most engaging story involving the brand came in December
2020, as they were announced as part of a partnership to launch
a CommonPass app - a way to share vaccine info for travel. This
story drove huge engagement for the brand, while other stories built
sentiment. All together, they create a loved brand story.
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The world’s most loved brands
10

Deezer

Deezer, a French music streaming service, is
another brand profiting from the increased
demand for entertainment, with much of their
mentions and engagement coming from
YouTube. But the brand itself is also working
hard to keep their audience connected with
the music they love - sharing the latest music,
remembering classics, and tackling issues that
matter in the industry.
In March 2021, the brand launched
#WomensVoices, an initiative to raise the voices
of women in music and podcasts.
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Although the campaign is in its early stages,
it demonstrates the brand’s commitment to
engaging in the issues that are important to their
audience. Which will build stronger connections
in the future.
Deezer is also an active sponsorship user,
engaging new markets through various
relationships. They partnered with DAZN in
December 2020 for two world championship
boxing bouts. This again connects the brand
with another potential audience.

Deezer’s post for International Womens’ Day, as part of
their #WomensVoices campaign has been viewed over
65K times so far

YouTube is the channel generating the most mentions
engagement for Deezer. But they’re still generating engagement
elsewhere. Deezer’s own social channel and other marketing
efforts help build connections for the brand.
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Publicis Groupe

As one of the world’s largest advertising and
public relations companies, the increase in
PR usage had a positive impact on the brand.
The various work the company performed to
boost their clients’ performance, simultaneously
boosted the brand’s too, as its name was
included in much of the positive news and PR
Publicis created.
12
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Dentsu International

Dentsu International, the new name for Dentsu
Aegis Network, had success similar to Publicis.
As a multinational media and digital marketing
communications company, they drove mentions
through the advertising and PR work they did for
their global clients. Their own in-house research,
such as the Digital Society Index, also boosted
their mentions, with reports shared across the
press and media.

Olay
14 SM Entertainment

Olay earned from the boost in cosmetics too.
They ran a successful campaign with Thai
actor and singer, Bright Vachirawit. This again
connected them with a strong fanbase, and
helped build conversations around their latest
product launch. Their Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade float honoring women in STEM
also drove significant engagement, as they
highlighted an issue that mattered to their
audience.
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SM Entertainment, based in South Korea, also
profited from the demand in infotainment. Many
of the brand’s mentions are linked to the popular
K-Pop artists, actors, and shows they represent.
With large fanbases, often reaching across the
globe, there was a constant stream of positive
engagement throughout the year.

15 CoStar Group
The CoStar Group, is a world leader in
commercial real estate analytics, providing
information, analytics and technology to the
industry. And it has made the list again, rising 2
places since last year. The increased discussions
about the changing state of retail drove
numerous mentions, while their takeover of
Homesnap was positively received and helped
the company get closer to the B2C market.
PR was essential for creating brand love in
2020. Filling the gap left behind by dwindling
face-to-face connections between brands and
consumers.

PR was essential for creating
brand love in 2020. Filling the
gap left behind by dwindling
face-to-face connections
between brands and consumers.

16 Pampers
As parts of the world experience a lockdown
baby boom, mentions of baby related products
have increased. Pampers is toddling ahead,
with positive engagement driven by their
parent company’s CSR efforts, and clever use of
influencer marketing. It also helps that Pampers
is fast becoming an eponym - where people use
the brand name to describe the product, in this
case diapers, no matter who makes them.
17 Voot
Voot, an Indian video-on-demand service, is
another brand profiting from the increased
demand for entertainment. Voot’s success is
down to their social media strategy, as they
focus on continuing the conversations around
their most popular shows, building engagement
from a variety of fanbases. This is their second
year making our list of loved brands.
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18 Pond’s
Pond’s is another beauty and haircare brand
benefiting from the trends. Pond’s focuses on
micro-influencers to help create engaging
social media posts. Although these influencers
have fewer followers, they often generate high
engagement rates, so are a cost effective way
for the brand to boost positive connections
online.
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20 Sennheiser
Sennheiser, a German audio company, gained
from the lockdown as one of the world’s goto suppliers. Headphones and mics became
essentials for homeworkers and content
creators. Leading to increased mentions on
blogs, forums, and YouTube, as people discussed
the best brands in the field. Because of the
brand’s perception of quality, many of these
mentions were positive.

Capgemini
21 Smart Communications

Capgemini is a French consultancy firm
prospering from the boost in PR engagement.
Their World Wealth Report resonated
particularly this year, with the pandemic having
a strong financial impact on businesses and
consumers. Their sponsorship of World Rugby
also boosts mentions and fan connections.
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Smart Communications is a Filipino company
offering mobile and broadband services. To
maximize mentions, the brand works extensively
with celebrity ambassadors. Working with
global superstars such as Chris Evans and
BTS, they tap into huge fanbases, while also
generating engaging news mentions across the
globe.
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22 Four Seasons Hotels
Last year, Four Seasons was second on the list.
A turbulent travel year has caused them to drop
a few places. The brand still demonstrated why
they were loved though. The brand quickly
disassociated itself from a political event that
was planned in November - which helped
it avoid polarizing political discord, and had
people praising the brand for their response.
Monitoring and controlling a crisis can work in
your favor - as it did in this case.

24 Huggies
Huggies became the first diaper brand
to advertise during the Super Bowl. And
it was certainly a success. The ad, which
was very empathetic towards new parents,
was consistently ranked as one of the best
from the game. This was backed up by their
#WeGotYouBaby campaign on social, which
celebrated babies born on game day. Quick tip:
Cute babies = positive engagement.
25 Mango

23 Glossier
Glossier is the 7th cosmetic brand making it
into the list. But it’s the brand’s business model
that helped strengthen its position in 2020. As
an established Direct-to-Consumer brand,
the closure of retail stores had little impact. Its
marketing strategy was already set up to drive
online engagement, with social channels less
focused on the brand, and more on creating
genuine conversations about trends and topics.
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Mango is a Spanish fashion house. Much like
the cosmetic brands above, influencers created
the most mentions and engagement for the
brand. On Instagram, they regularly shared well
being content, to help tackle the negative effects
of lockdown. These sparked with consumers,
typically becoming their most engaging content.
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26 Perugina
Perugina is an Italian chocolatier that has also
mastered the positive PR story. With coverage
for their latest products, such as their Baci
spreadable chocolate, peaking interest from
Vanity Fair and Vogue. The brand is nurturing
an aspirational yet approachable style to build
themselves as a loved brand.

28 Fortnite
With the demand for entertainment, it shouldn’t
come as a surprise that a video game would
make our list. In May 2020, the game had more
than 350 million registered players, with people
connecting with friends through the platform. It’s
also breaking into the social space, connecting
gamers with movie premieres and live concerts.
All of which create social buzz and news stories.

27 Embraer
29 Acorns
Never underestimate national pride. Embraer
is a Brazillian commercial aircraft company.
In 2021, the founder of the company, Ozires
Silva, celebrated his 90th birthday. With
many Brazillians celebrating it with him. With
celebrities like Neil Degrasse Tyson highlighting
the brand as a pinnacle of aerospace
engineering, the brand glided on a wave of
positive sentiment throughout the year.
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Acorns is a financial app, focused primarily
on investment. They invest heavily in financial
education and wellbeing, teaming up with
brands like CNBC, and financial influencers
to connect the brand to financial savviness.
They also invest heavily in the planet, planting
thousands of oak trees every year.
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30 First Pacific Company Ltd
First Pacific Company Ltd is a Hong Kong-based
conglomerate, with investments in a wide
range of sectors. The variety of products and
services the company encapsulates helps build
mentions, with much of the mentions originating
from news stories.A strong CSR strategy helped
to bolster these mentions.
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Cooley LLP

2020 was also a key year for societal changes,
and a stronger multicultural awareness. A
repercussion of this was that several brands
changed their outdated names. This led to
legal issues between Lady A (formally Lady
Antebellum) and Anita ‘Lady A’ White. The pro
bono support for Anita from Cooley LLP, for
such a pertinent topic, led to high mentions and
engagement for the legal company.
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32 Great Lakes Brewing Company
Great Lakes Brewing, an Ohio microbrewery,
gained from some festive news with a hint of
nostalgia, as they arranged a socially distanced
First Pour event. This tradition engaged their
audience, as they got to experience a hint
towards normality, while reminiscing about a
world pre-COVID. This generated a lot of positive
news stories, especially within the brand’s local
community.
33 Sephora
Sephora has received a boost this year as a
beauty products retailer, as they get linked to
a range of other cosmetic brands (many who
made this list). Exclusivity deals help here, with
Sephora being the only place to buy some of
the most in demand products. This ensures there
is an unbreakable link in buyers’ minds between
their most loved products and Sephora as the
supplier.
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34 Kimley-Horn and Associates
As light appears at the end of the pandemic
tunnel, people are starting to look for the positive
signs of growth for the future. As a US planning
and design consultant company, Kimley-Horn
is involved in many exciting building projects,
which leads to positive media mentions and big
engagement from local communities who are
looking forward to change.

36 Piaggio
The biggest driver for Piaggio is their agreement
with several other companies to form a
swappable batteries consortium. With the aim
of standardizing batteries in electric bikes. As we
leave one crisis behind, other potential global
crises are rife in consumers’ minds. In this case,
stories around a historic brand helping to tackle
a future issue sparked their interest.

35 Spotify
Spotify Wrapped is the big story driver for
the audio streaming brand. An AI-powered
celebration of a user’s playlist from the previous
year, it includes gamification, improved userexperience, and more personalization. All of
which builds brand loyalty. With the ability to
share your stats on social, the brand got a peak
of mentions at the end of the year, from both
users and celebrity musicians.
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37 Oral-B
Oral-B was another brand that prospered from
a celebrity partnership, teaming up with Chinese
singer and performer, Lay Zhang. The brand
made the most of this relationship through a
fan meeting in March ‘21, which garnered huge
engagement. When connecting with these big
fanbases, it pays off if you understand (and
offer) what they want.
38 Gentle Monster

As we leave one crisis
behind, other potential
global crises are rife
in consumers’ minds.
Consumers will love the
brands that tackle them
head on.

39 Ulta Beauty
Diversity and inclusivity are two essential
trends coming from 2020. With Ulta Beauty, an
American beauty store chain, taking this to the
heart of the company. By partnering with Tracee
Ellis Ross as Diversity and Inclusion Advisor, as
well as doubling black-owned brands within
their stores, the company is developing their
brand purpose by connecting with the issues
that matter to their consumers. No wonder they
have made the list for 2 years running.

Gentle Monster is a South Korean sunglasses
and eyewear manufacturer. The brand’s success
comes down to their regular collaborations with
celebrity designers and artists. These products
often sell out fast, driven by scarcity marketing
principles, so much so that even the rumor of
a new collab boosts brand conversations. For
2020, a potential link to K-Pop band Treasure
helped boost engagement and push the brand
into our list.
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40 Truly
Truly Beauty, an American beauty brand that
focuses on vegan, clean, and cruelty-free
products, profited this year by engaging a
new channel. TikTok. The brand followed their
audience to the platform, with simple howto videos. To date, they have over 1.5 million
followers, with their posts often getting millions
of views. Not every channel will work for every
brand, but by understanding your consumers,
you can shape a social strategy that’ll be loved.

42 HelloFresh

44 Miniso

46 Festool

HelloFresh is a German meal-kit company
that’s become a global success. The key is their
commitment to influencer marketing, helping
them broaden their reach into new audiences.
The brand also boosted brand love as a source
of education - helping those lockdown chefs
discover new recipes, ingredients, and methods
that assisted them every day. They’re no longer
just a brand, but a life changer.

Miniso is a low-cost retailer that saw a boost
in sentiment from its global expansion. Their
new store in Paris was a hit with consumers in
October ‘20, as it helped break the negativity
of lockdown. Miniso’s variety and quirkiness of
products offer a shareability that encourages
users to share and engage with their content
across social media.

Festool is a German power tool brand that has
profited from people doing more DIY during
lockdown. While much of their engagement
was built from influencer videos and guides
on platforms like YouTube, there was also an
increase in mentions across forums, as people
looked for advice and ideas. A brand dedicated
blog packed with advice, reviews, and guidance
helps nurture that growing community.

45 dean&david
43 Clarins

41 Lancôme
Lancôme is a French luxury cosmetics brand
that also knows the impact a strong event
with celebrity presence can have. Their La Vie
Est Belle Podium with actor Erica Nlewedim
garnered significant attention in Nigeria. Not
every marketing solution will work for every
market, but creating an event that is hyperrelevant for your local audience will drive
stronger results for that market.
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Clarins, a French luxury cosmetics company,
breaks the mold when it comes to influencers.
Rather than just using influencers within the
makeup industry, they often sponsor those
who tackle other topics. This helps them
break into various markets. By understanding
their audience effectively, they can identify
the subjects and personalities that will bring
maximum engagement.

47 Revlon
dean&david is a German superfood store
that peaked this year due to their partnership
with Lufthansa. As the travel industry reopens,
expectations will be high, so this is an
opportunity for the two brands to work together
to refresh the inflight meal options. As air travel
soars, brands will need to stand out, and this
type of partnership will help build the love for all
involved.

Revlon is another cosmetic brand that is joining
the report for a second time. Revlon’s traditional
partnerships with big celebrities like Gal Gadot,
has boosted the brand’s engagement this
year. It helped that Gadot starred in one of the
only blockbuster releases of the year: Wonder
Woman 1984. The brand also drew engagement
by tackling issues as part of their CSR strategy.
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48 Origin

50 Mattel

Origin is EA’s digital gaming distribution platform,
and was boosted through the increased
demand for gaming. The biggest new stories
for the brand were about redefining the brand
model. With previously exclusive games being
shared on Steam (previously a competitor)
and the renaming of the brand. EA is focusing
on enabling more people to play their games,
which helped to boost the brand’s love.

The global toy company, Mattel, did well
through 2020 due to its diversity. As demand
for toys to entertain stuck-at-home kids took off,
Mattel had the capacity to meet those demands
with numerous inclusive toy ranges. These toys
help engage children in the societal issues that
matter, as the brand itself tackles them through
a comprehensive CSR strategy.

49 Taj Hotels
Taj Hotels received a boost in mentions due
to improving optimism at the end of 2020. As
people look towards the future, they’re starting
to plan future adventures. The brand’s history
as a luxury brand, supported by a social
strategy that encapsulates this, helps boost this
wanderlust. The brand is also working hard
to offer help in the fight against coronavirus demonstrating its importance within its local
communities.
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Love Brands in the US
Our analysis also revealed the most loved brands for each region.

Love Brands in the
Middle East & Africa
Our analysis also revealed the most
loved brands for each region.

1

Fenty

Fortnite

1

2

Netflix

Samsung

2

3

HULU

Anghami

3

Sony
OnePlus
Samsung
PayPal
Dell Technologies
PlayStation
Nintendo
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Pepsi
OPPO
Ferrari
Huawei
Netflix
Mercedes-Benz
BMW
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Love Brands in Latin America

Love Brands in the UK

Our analysis also revealed the most loved brands for each region.

Our analysis also revealed the most loved brands for each region.

1

Netflix

Cadbury

1

2

Pepsi

Carlsberg

2

3

Spotify

M&S

3

Coca-Cola
Warner
HBO
Nintendo
Samsung
Mercado Libre
Amazon
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Waterstones
LEGO
IKEA
Land Rover
Waitrose
Yorkshire Tea
Vodafone
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Love Brands in Italy
Our analysis also revealed the most loved brands for each region.

Love Brands in France,
Belgium & Luxembourg
Our analysis also revealed the most
loved brands for each region.

1
2
3

Armani
Parmigiano
Reggiano

Ducati
Gucci
Prada
Bulgari
Pirelli
Serie A
“Barilla”
Fila
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Spotify

1

Deezer

2

NRJ

3

FNAC
FDJ
Xbox
Canal+
Decathlon
Peugeot
Ubisoft
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Love Brands in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland

Love Brands in Asia Pacific
Our analysis also revealed the most loved brands for each region.

Our analysis also revealed the most loved
brands for each region.

1

OBI

Milo

1

2

Sennheiser

Blibli

2

3

ROSSMANN

Mango

3

Victorinox
Festool
Radio Hamburg
MÜLLER
Playmobil
ASOS
STIHL
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ASUS
DJI
Spotify
Origin
LEGO
Axiata Group Berhad
OnePlus
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Love Brands in Japan
Our analysis also revealed the most
loved brands for each region.

1

Dentsu

2

KIRIN

3

Nippon Life
Insurance
Seven & I Holdings
(7-Eleven)
Shionogi & Co Ltd
Yamada Denki
Seiko Epson
Ajinomoto
Toyota
Recruit
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5 ways to build that brand consumer love connection
It’s never too late to boost the love for your brand. Although each brand in this
report found unique ways to build an emotional link with their customers, here
are 5 steps to help you build that love connection.
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Brand conversations are
happening online, with or
without you. You can ignore,
or take command and shape
them to boost your brand love.

Find where your customers talk
There are numerous ways for consumers to stay
connected. Whether that’s through social media,
blogs or forums, there are now communities
spread out across the internet. Find the channels
that will work for them, and shape your
conversations to suit those channels.

Become customer centric
Understand your audience. Not just what they
mean to your brand, but think broader than that.
What are the issues they’re facing? How has the
pandemic impacted them? What global topics
will get them engaged? Analyzing the voice of
the customer is essential for this.

Start conversations
Don’t focus on your brand message. Consumers
are looking for authentic connections with
brands, and that means telling stories that they
want to hear. Whether it’s tackling topics that
are making global impact, or simply asking how
they are, these will be perfect starting points for
people to connect.

Join conversations
Marketing should be a two-way street. Be
proactive, and join the conversations that are
happening around your brand. Use social
listening to find the mentions you may have
missed, answer the questions people are asking,
respond to social messaging. And try to involve
your customers in your communication efforts user-generated or influencer-led content should
be part of your strategy.
Keep monitoring your brand love
Your brand love, and consumer perception, can
change at any moment. A new campaign can
give you a love boost, while a social media crisis
can pull you down. By monitoring your brand
constantly, you can see these changes, to make
the most of every opportunity, and to shape the
conversations to mitigate any potential risks.
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Conclusion

Methodology

Let’s end on a hopeful note.

To measure the concept of love through social listening
is near impossible. It’s not a tangible metric. Instead, we
can look at the symptoms of brand love - engagement,
positive sentiment, love-focused emotive words, etc.

The last year has been a turbulent time for every brand, with a constant barrage of unexpected
issues and changes. But in this report, we took the chance to highlight the brands that managed
the crisis, weathered the storm, and came out with innovative and much loved marketing ideas.
Hopefully, we’re turning a corner and there’s a chance for normality to return, whatever that entails.
Every brand has a chance to come out of this running, connecting with consumers like never
before.
This is a chance to rethink, re-strategize, and rebuild all our brands into loved brands. And that
opportunity starts now.

Every brand has a chance to come out of the pandemic
running, connecting with consumers like never before.

From 01/07/20 to 01/04/2021, we gathered data for 1228
brands (57% more brands than 2020) from 30 industries,
based on several industry listings and regional marketing
expertise. Lists include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interbrand
FTSE-100
S&P
NASDAQ
DOW
Forbes Most valuable Brands
BrandZ (ft)
Fortune 100 Best Companies

Each brand was ranked based on engagement rate and
net sentiment using Quick Search to create a shortlist of
153 brands.
A score was then formulated based on this, plus the
following criteria within Talkwalker analytics
•
•
•
•

Consumer engagement rate and sentiment across
social media.
Consumer engagement rate and sentiment in
news.
Percentage of mentions that were categorized as
related to ‘joy’.
Percentage of mentions that contain love-related
keywords.

Due to the ongoing pandemic, there were less organic
conversations created by consumers, as personal brand
interactions decreased. Instead, we saw an increase in
mentions from brand-led stories (press releases, new
articles, custom research) as brands looked to replace
those missing conversations. The scoring for the report
was weighted based on this year-on-year change.
Local rankings used the same methodology, focused only
on mentions identified as originating from the relevant
region.
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